
Welcome
Welcome to the Summer 2011
Newsletter of the Chemical
Database Service (CDS)

See inside for details of the
current state of the Service and
what has changed over the past
6 months.

SuperStar, for predicting protein-
ligand interactions using
experimental data has been made
available by CCDC,
More details on pages 4.

Updates to Databases
See the latest news and updates
More details on pages 5, and 6

New In-house Database
A database containing the latest
amounts and prices from
Building Block Catalogues is
now available.
More details on pages 7.
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CrystalWeb
ACD/I-Lab

Latest News
Usage of CDS continues to
increase
  More details on page 2.
Mercury now contains the Data
Analysis Module which largely
replaces the existing VISTA
functionality
  More details on page 3.

http://www.epsrc.ac.uk/funding/facilities/epsrc/Pages/midrangeprog.aspx
http://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/Newsletterlinks.html
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News
Renewal of the Chemical Database

Service
CDS has received funding from the EPSRC to continue with the
present service until at least 31st March 2012.  Hopefully by this
time funding for a National Chemical Database Facility will be
sorted out for a further 5 years.

Usage Highlights

For the academic year April 2010 to March 2011:

5,643 Registered Users  - the highest number of registered users ever.

� March 2011 ACCESS figures were the second highest recorded in the last 3 years.

� The number of USERS in November 2010 and March 2011 were the largest number
of recorded users for any month since the Service started (1,092 and 1,081 Users
respectively - excluding Detherm client users).

� A record number of 3,031 unique users accessed the databases over this 12 month
period – double the figure for 2007/8.

� There were, on average, 878 users per month - the largest since the Service started.

CrystalWeb had 314 Users per month on average (a 24% increase) and 1,199
Accesses per month on average (9% increase) - the highest usage figures ever.

� ICSD had 407 Users per month on average (a 14% increase) - the highest number
of Users ever - and 1,409 Accesses per month on average.

� The number of accesses to the Spectroscopy databases increased slightly while
unique users doubled (to 601 Users).

� The average number of Detherm Users per month on average increased by 28%.

� November 2010 saw the highest ever number of Users to Detherm (98 Users) and
accesses (579 accesses).

http://cds.dl.ac.uk/letterlinks
http://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/Newsletterlinks.html
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Cambridge Structural Database System
Crystallography

Mercury has been upgraded to 2.4.5
The main feature of this version is the addition of a Data Analysis Module.
There are also improvements to powder pattern simulation (the minimum wavelength has been
reduced from .2 to .1 Angstroms).

The Data Analysis Module
This largely replaces the existing VISTA functionality (which will continue for a year) This allows
analysis of results of ConQuest substructure searches when you have defined some parameters
(e.g. bond lengths, angles) as part of the search query. The values of these parameters in the hits
can be tabulated and explored.
Dynamic presentation of data
All views on the data within the software are inter-
connected so you can select a set of points within the
spreadsheet and they will be highlighted in any plots and
charts that are displayed.
Numerical & Statistical analysis
Alongside the facility to generate histograms, polar
histograms, scatterplots, polar scatterplots and heat plots
there are a range of options for numerical and statistical
analysis. Descriptive statistics for distributions such as
mean, variance, standard deviation, skewness and
kurtosis can be calculated. Tools are also available for
performing Principal Components Analysis (PCA) which
can aid analysis of multivariate data by transforming the
original variables into a smaller set of uncorrelated
variables. In addition there are options for determining
correlation and covariance between descriptors as well as
significance tests to determine whether two samples have
the same underlying mean or not.

 In summary
· Analyse the results of ConQuest substructure searches when you have defined some

parameters (e.g. bond lengths, angles) as part of the search query. The values of these
parameters in the hits can be tabulated and explored.

· Investigate other data sets, which may be read in from .csv (comma-separated value) or
.tsv (tab-separated value) files.

· Plot data, e.g. as histograms and scatter plots.
· Explore data interactively. All spreadsheets, plots, and tables you produce are linked to one

another and to the visualiser, and all data views are updated dynamically, based on your
selections.

· Carry out statistical analyses, including calculation of descriptive statistics (mean, standard
deviation, etc.), correlation matrices and hypothesis (significance) tests.

· Access advanced features focussed towards structural analysis such as Principal
Components Analysis (PCA) and cone angle correction in hydrogen-bond analyses.

http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/support/documentation/mercury/mercury/appd_whatsnew.html

Crystallographic options
A number of crystallography-specific functions are available within this set of statistical analysis
tools. This includes the ability to re-format a histogram of hydrogen bonding angles using the
well-known conical correction method. There are multiple ways of mapping the atoms and
bonds of a topologically symmetric search fragment onto the atoms and bonds of each search
hit in a crystal structure. An option is presented in the software to combine these multiple
parameters and treat them as a single distribution for all plotting and analysis functions.
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http://cds.dl.ac.uk/letterlinks
http://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/Newsletterlinks.html
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/support/documentation/mercury/mercury/appd_whatsnew.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/crys/csd/vista/llvista.html
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/support/documentation/mercury/mercury/appd_whatsnew.html
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/support/documentation/mercury/mercury/appd_whatsnew.html
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SuperStar
CCDC have now made this program available to all academics.

Predicting Protein-Ligand Interactions Using Experimental Data
SuperStar is a program for generating maps of interaction sites in proteins or around
small molecules using experimental information about intermolecular interactions i.e. it
predicts 'hot-spots' where a chosen interaction type is particularly favourable.
SuperStar generates these interaction maps by estimating the probability of an
interaction between, for example, the protein and a probe (a small functional group such
as methyl or carbonyl) based on how often the interaction has been observed in crystal
structures. The interaction maps that SuperStar generates are therefore fully knowledge-
based.

SuperStar retrieves its data from IsoStar, CCDC's interaction database. IsoStar contains
information about non-bonded interactions from both the Cambridge Structural Database
(CSD) and the Protein Data Bank (PDB).

SuperStar features:
· Fast generation of maps (less than 1 minute per binding site)
· Use of either CSD or PDB data
· Metal coordination data
· A choice of interfaces via Hermes or SYBYL
· Expert command-line interface
· Built-in cavity detection that selects residues automatically
· Knowledge-based approach: all results can be traced back to experimentally

observed geometries of interaction
· Application of parameterised Gaussian functions for speeding up calculations
· Choice of 14 CSD probes and 6 PDB probes selected for diversity and data

availability (including a water probe)
· Visualisation through 3D maps, Connolly surfaces, scatterplots, and

pharmacophore fitting points

Information from IsoStar can be projected onto
the binding site and displayed as a scatterplot,
similar to IsoStar.
NOTE: Hermes uses the GOLD suite protein
ligand docking engine for SuperStar operations,
but not all GOLD options are available due to
existing licence arrangements (e.g. GoldMine).

More information about SuperStar
can be found at the CCDC site.
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/products/life_sciences/superstar/

Links used in this Newsletter and others can be found at:- http://cds.dl.ac.uk/letterlinks 4

https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/crys/csd/superstar/superstar.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/crys/csd/superstar/superstar.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/crys/csd/isostar/isostar.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/crys/csd/csd.html
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/crys/csd/superstar/hermes.html
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/products/life_sciences/superstar/
http://cds.dl.ac.uk/letterlinks
http://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/Newsletterlinks.html
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Update
CSD Version v5.32 (2011 Release) now includes the August
update) The total number of entries is now 577,834

ICSD
The latest ICSD update (2011/1) contains 7,590 more entries as compared to the
previous Version.  The total number of entries is now 140,116.
It can be accessed via the ICSD-WWW interface or via CrystalWeb.

CrystMet
Version 4.5.0 of the data has been received and is now available through the
CrystalWeb interface. There are 12,645 new entries in this release. The total number of
entries is now 139,058

The new Cambridge Release (v5.32) has made the following programs available:

ConQuest 1.13
 There have been a number of modifications:

SMILES String export: Individual or hitlists of structures can now be exported in SMILES
format.
The SMILES string and the REFCODE are both exported for each entry.

PreQuest
Database limit increased: PreQuest’s limit of 3,000 structures has been increased to
60,000.
 .
Mogul 1.3
No new modifications.

IsoStar 2.1.2
Now contains knowledge obtained from:

· The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) (22,161 scatterplots)
· The Protein Data Bank (from protein-ligand complexes at better than 2.5

Angstroms resolution - 7,459 scatterplots)
Theoretical interaction energies obtained using ab initio intermolecular perturbation
theory (IMPT) (1,550 potential energy minima).

Links used in this Newsletter and others can be found at:- http://cds.dl.ac.uk/letterlinks

https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/crys/icsd/llicsd.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/crys/mdf/llmdf.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/crys/csd/conquest/conquest.html
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/products/csd_system/prequest/
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/crys/csd/mogul/mogul.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/crys/csd/isostar/isostar.html
http://cds.dl.ac.uk/letterlinks
http://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/Newsletterlinks.html
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Organic Synthesis
SPRESIweb 2.9
The SPRESIweb application enables now to search:
� over 8.7 million structures
� 4.1 million reactions
� 658,000 literature references, covering the years 1974 - 2009.

InChI and InChIKey Support
Users of SPRESIweb are now able to perform structure queries by InChIKeys. The display of
the molecules will contain both InChI's and InChIKeys.
To use ISIS/Draw as an editor ISIS/Draw and the InfoChem plugin ICsetup have to be
installed. The InfoChem plugin icclient_setup.zip can be downloaded using the link Get
Plugins in the menu help.
Update of Chemicals Suppliers Catalogues
The Catalogues of five new chemicals suppliers have been included: Boron Molecular, C/D/N
Isotopes, ChemBridge, Indofine, Rare Chemicals. In addition, all the Catalogues of the
chemicals suppliers included in SPRESIweb have been updated. The user can identify which
substances contained in his hit lists are commercially available directly during the search and
order them right away through the hyperlink to homepage/online Catalogue of the particular
supplier.
The following Catalogue data of chemical suppliers are available:

· Sigma-Aldrich: and Rare Chemicals
· ACROS: Fisher Scientific
· ASDI
· ChemCollect
· ChemPacific
· Enamine
· Frontier Scientific:
· Key Organics
· Life Chemicals
· Maybridge
· Otava
· PharmaCore
· Synchem Inc.

· SYNCHEM OHG
· SynQuest
· Synthonix
· VWR
· ChemiK
· Apollo Scientific
· Oakwood
· Sinova
· ABCR
· ChemBridge:
· C/D/N Isotopes
· Boron Molecular
· INDOFINE Chemical Company, Inc

http://cds.dl.ac.uk/letterlinks
http://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/Newsletterlinks.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/orgchem/spresi/spresi.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/orgchem/spresi/spresi.html
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Organic Chemistry
In-House Databases
CDS produce 3 in-house databases by taking suppliers catalogues
and combining them, depending on whether the compounds have
prices and amounts, are off-the-shelf, supplied within a few weeks
or a few months.

O
rganic C

hem
istry

In-House Suppliers
The Suppliers database of off-the-shelf compounds has been continually updated. Up-to-
date prices have been maintained (especially for the Aldrich set of databases) and new
ones added.

New Data
New data containing prices has been added for Key Organics [Core Scaffold (245
Compounds - prices for 500mg, 1g, 5g and 10g) and Screening Compounds (42,683
Compounds - prices for 1mg, 5mg and 10mg)]
Building Blocks from Maybridge (6,605 compounds) and Life Chemicals (6,595 Compounds
- Prices for 500mg, 1g, 5g and 10g) have also been added.
All prices are shown in £ sterling apart from Life Chemicals which is in Euros.
This brings the total amount of compounds to 323,444..

In-House Screening Compounds
The Screening Compounds database has been updated with all the latest information from
Suppliers and a new one added (Zelinsky Institute). This brings the total number of entries to
3,5 Million

In-House Building Blocks
A database containing the latest amounts and prices from Building Block Catalogues. These
compounds are not 'off-the-shelf' compounds but some stock compounds may be available
within 10-12 days. It usually takes around 3-6 weeks for delivery and some may take up to 3
months.

A number of Suppliers Catalogues are
available to search. They include:
� Enamine
� Life Chemicals
� Maybridge
� Key Organics
� ChemDiv
� Zelinsky
� UORSY (Golden Set and Full)

The different suppliers are searchable
all together (the default) or individually
 (choose Table from the menu).

 Currently, there are over 960,000 entries in the combined databases which includes the
UORSY Golden Set of over 860,000 compounds.
The Full UORSY database of almost 4 Million compounds can be searched separately.
Amounts available are usually between 250mg to 50g and prices can be in £ Sterling or Euros.
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http://cds.dl.ac.uk/letterlinks
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https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/orgchem/suppliers.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/orgchem/screening.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/orgchem/isis/zelinsky.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/datasets/orgchem/buildingblocks.html
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ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

Databases Available From The
Chemical Database Service

A brief description of all the databases currently available from the CDS at Daresbury.

STRUCTURES
The Structures databases contain a
comprehensive collection of organic,
organometallic and inorganic compounds,
metals,and alloys crystal structure data.
CSD - Cambridge Structural Database.

Crystal structure data for over 577,000 organic
and organo-metallic compounds. New releases
of this database are received and mounted
quarterly.

* ConQuest is the graphical front end which has 3D
search capabilities.

* VISTA performs numerical, statistical and
graphical analyses.

* Mercury provides comprehensive facilities for
visualising crystal structures in three dimensions
plus numerical, statistical and graphical analyses.

* IsoStar A knowledge base of non-bonded
interactions derived from the CSD, the Protein
Data Bank (PDB) and molecular orbital
calculations. Uses a simple web interface.

* Mogul A knowledge base of molecular geometries
using data derived from the CSD.

ICSD - Inorganic Crystal Structure Data File.
Crystal structure data for over 140,000 inorganic
compounds

WWW interface available.
CRYSTMET
 Crystal structure data for over 139,400 metals,

alloys and intermetallics.

CDIF - Crystal Data Identification File.
Crystal class and unit cell data for 237,671
crystal Structures.

CrystalWeb / CrystalWorks
 Simple web interfaces to all of the

crystallographic databases that allow
bibliographic and cell data searching along with
structure display.

UTILITY PROGRAMS
A variety of utility programs are available, including
links to electronic literature, chemical file format
conversion and molecule viewers.

SPECTROSCOPY
The Spectroscopy databases are designed to aid
the chemist in structure elucidation and spectra
interpretation problems.
SPECINFO
SpecInfo is a multi-technique spectroscopic database
system which covers NMR, IR and mass spectra. A
variety of features are available within the program to
help with spectrum prediction and searching. It is
accessed via the Web interface SpecSurf.

ACD/Labs I-Lab
The data can be accessed via ChemSketch, a PC based
structure drawing package or via the Web using the
graphical interface I-Lab. In addition to NMR searching
and prediction, ACD/Labs I-Lab has compound name
generation and property prediction programs.

The databases currently contain:-
     No.of            13C          1H        15N     17O     31P       19F       11B
    Records         NMR       NMR   NMR   NMR   NMR    NMR     NMR
 SPECINFO   359,647   130,025   7,661   5,184  16,561  25,442  10,238
 ACD/Labs     200,100   210,700   9,287      -      27,500  17,000       -

SPECINFO IR Spectra = 20,898    Mass Spectra = 138,727

ACD/Labs Physiochemical data:
pKa = 16,000   LogP = 18,400   Solubility = 5,000

Physical property predictions includes pKa, LogP, LogD,
aqueous solubility, boiling point/vapour pressure/enthalpy
of vaporization, adsorption coefficient/bioconcentration.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
DETHERM
One of the world's largest thermophysical
property databases of pure compounds and
compound mixtures.  Contains nearly 7
Million data sets for around 146,000 systems
(around 31,600 pure substances and 115,200
mixtures) covering around 500 property
fields.
Detherm can be accessed via Client server software
or via a Web interface.

SPRESI
Allows you to search Molecules, Reactions, References
and associated data. Contains synthesis planning tool.
Direct access over the web to:-

� 8.7 million structures
� 4.1 million reactions
� 32 million factual data entries

extracted from:- 658,000 references
   164,000 Patents
Accelrys Accord Databases
Protecting Groups
Selected protection, deprotection and transprotection
reactions
Solid Phase Synthesis
Information related to combinatorial synthesis.
BioCatalysis
Biomolecules as catalysts in organic synthesis

Sourcing Databases
CDS Available Chemicals/Screening
Compounds/Building Blocks
Searchable catalogue data from suppliers, including  off-
the-shelf amounts and prices plus calculated Physical
Chemistry data.
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The Chemical Database Service
provides on-line access to a
variety of quality databases in
the field of Chemistry, plus
support, training and advice to
the UK academic community.

CHEMICAL DATABASE SERVICE
Daresbury Laboratory
Warrington
Cheshire
WA4 4AD
Tel: 01925 603 162
Fax: 01925 603 031
Email: cdsbb@stfc.ac.uk

Comments:
All comments, questions and
suggestions about this newsletter
should be sent to:
Dr. D. Parkin
Email: donald.parkin@stfc.ac.uk
Phone: 01925 603 162

Links used in this Newsletter can be found at:
http://cds.dl.ac.uk/letterlinks

Main Service Machine

The Service is available free of charge at point of access to UK
academic research groups for non-commercial work. Each individual
user will be issued with a unique ID. It is not our policy to allow
shared IDs.

Web Site

Information about CDS, including
online help, documentation and
up-to-date news items is available
over the World Wide Web at the
CDS website.

Web based interfaces to selected
Databases are also available from
this site.

Documentation:
Most documentation is available
onl ine or wi th in the c l ient
packages. User Guides,
tra in ing exercises and
tutor ia ls can al l  be downloaded
from the CDS web site.

http://cds.dl.ac.uk

CDS Helpdesk:
cdsbb@stfc.ac.uk

or phone
01925 603 162

mailto:cdsbb@dl.ac.uk
mailto:donald.parkin@stfc.ac.uk
mailto:donald.parkin@stfc.ac.uk
mailto:donald.parkin@stfc.ac.uk
mailto:donald.parkin@stfc.ac.uk
mailto:donald.parkin@stfc.ac.uk
mailto:donald.parkin@stfc.ac.uk
mailto:donald.parkin@stfc.ac.uk
http://cds.dl.ac.uk/cds/Newsletterlinks.html
https://cds.dl.ac.uk
https://cds.dl.ac.uk

